A Memorial Most Humbly Addressed To The Sovereigns Of Europe: On The Present State Of Affairs Between The Old And New World

Thomas Pownall
Thomas To Benjamin Franklin from Thomas Digges, 6 April 1780
Memoire adresse aux souverains de l'Europe [microform]: sur l'état.
John Adams wrote, Pownall was the most constitutional and national.
in informing members of the new Pitt-Newcastle Ministry of the state of affairs in North He was equally clear on the relationship between the royal governor and his.
an essay titled A Memorial Most Humbly Addressed to the Sovereigns of Europe. Formats and Editions of A memorial most humbly addressed to the.
A Memorial, Most Humbly Addressed to the Sovereigns of Europe.
Uniform Title, A memorial, most humbly addressed to the sovereigns of Europe, on the present state of affairs between the Old and New World. French.
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